What will our future look like?
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The world is fast approaching unsustainable CO2 levels…

HISTORICAL CO2 LEVELS

Kilde: NOAA Climate.gov (2020)
Data: NCEI - rekonstrueret ud fra iskerneboringer 2
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Science-fiction prototyping allows us to widen our horizons by imagining
radical future scenarios
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The methodology is developed by Arizona State University, the #1 University
for innovation in USA, to imagine radical ocean futures
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We’re considering 4 different radical futures for the cities on Planet Earth:
Regenerative
Solutions
widely
deployed

4 degree global
temperature

1.5 degree
global
temperature

Business as
usual
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WITH deployment of regenerative technologies and a 4℃ temperature rise,
what will the world look like in 2100?
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WITH deployment of regenerative technologies and a 4℃ temperature rise,
what will the world look like in 2100?
NBS
NBSisisused
usedprimarily
primarilyfor
forclimate
climate
mitigation,
mitigation,not
notfor
forCarbon
Carboncapture
capture

robots will be
growing all our food

Most of the
population is living
in devastated
areas.

We kept waiting for groundbreaking technologies to be
developed rather than change the system

smart delivery systems of
food to areas where its
too hot for farming (e.g.
Africa)

Much
more
energy
will be will
used,be
Much
more
energy
more heating

Glas dome over cities
with air
conditions/filitering
in very hot regions in
We need a lot of energy to feed all the robots and
summer
have to invest in renewable energies

used, more heating

CO2 Passport to enter cities/ join
communities

Regenerative industries (to the degree needed)
only started way too late , around 2035.

In this world, everybody is used to
temperature swings of 50 degrees celcius

The green areas are for the
wealthy - like Elysium, the
movie.

Nation states are abolished
instead corporates are running
small local self-sufficient
enclaves with a small degree
We managed to grow all our food in our gardens with the use of technology
of connectivity

people will no longer be able
to live at Itthe
wasequator
only when the Maldives disappeared

Heating in northern climates will be less of a probem
vertical farming
will be the
dominant version of growing food

4 degrees and
regenerative technologies
means
we already messed
people
We will all move further to the pole regions, use continents closer to the
equatorwill
onlystart building floating houses to live on oceans
for food
production
→ many things being 3D printed (of course). Energy will mostly be
up and
then
try to
Probably not many paid attention to those demonstrations
generated by using solar power in the deserted areas around the equator.
(FFF)
mitigate.

that we started using regenerative tech
Robots produce all our food

New agricultural ecosystems will have emerge

AI plans all human activities
as well as dictating when
and where it is safe to be
outdoors du to extreme
weather

Humans are visiting the world making use of NSB. Nature has no
planning but survival. we organise.
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WITHOUT deployment of regenerative technologies and a 4℃ temperature
rise, what will the world look like in 2100?
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WITHOUT deployment of regenerative technologies and a 4℃ temperature
rise, what will the world look like in 2100?
All ocean ecosystems are pretty
much collapsed, and jellyfish
dominate the leftovers.

I hope you like insects. There will be no natural resources left and we
Aftertothe global south and countries next to the sea were
obviously BladerRunner2048
Water is more expensive than oil. Clean
Inhumane
conditions at the borders
will be fighting for food. Just the
most powerful
the first areas to be affected, now the rich western
chemical production is booming
air is sold in bottles.
and rich people will survive Europe and western industrial states and
countries
Conflicts
have
destroyed
countries,
high technology states/ Large camps
with are faced with extreme heat and become
almost no use of natural
cities and any sense of common
million
of
people
moving
from
the
climate
hot
areas
refugees to colder areas
ressources, since there aren’t
any
decency
left.
At this point, the
question is just which
New technologies have been
Sci-Fi horror scenario
developed to retain life on earth,
we are talking about
With the advent of climate emergencies,
but with a high price.
Oil prices collapse / financial collapse of all states
global cooperative organisations such as the
that have their value chain mainly in fossil fuel
Nation states have been cancelled along with common
Few people living (less than Everything will be gray and very sad :(
World Bank and the UN broke down
Evacuation for
Donald Trump rules the world as
2 billion) and those who do
human
food delivery
for all decency
households with a green
Mars for a select
a cybergenetic robot
coom
live poor lives
substance
tiny
elite
machine

Collapse of all welfare
small
human
As resource
conflict.
systems, pandemics
and civil scarcity became the norm, so did
settlements
We will all have moved to Mars,
Some powerful company somewhere will
wars taking heavy toll on
unconnected, few
leaving Earth basically as a dump
Rich countries have built a fence
around
the borders
We’re
down
to 0,5bn people on Earth as the
Blade Runner and/or the Matrixwork on a Matrix-like solution
humanity
to protect their precious resources from immigrants
behind. → Similar to WallE
ecosystems collapsed and only small
survivors living petty
There’s a lot of populism in the world and Trump’s
enclaves remain
grandson just became President of the USA lives
Very unstable conditions in the
world. War in Europe and many
Desertation of landscapes
other places around scarce
resources, last safe places
to live
We are eating
fluid flood, as growing food that was consumed “back in the days” can no
longerin
becrisis.
grown
for humans. democracy
Many refugees, especially from
No more steaks for us
Global South.
Going out is only possible with fresh air supply; water needs to be filtered through
special devices

A war for fresh water has been going on for 30 years now

Elon Musk moved to Mars

More polluted water. biodiversity degraded to 4 % of the current
(known) diversity new species arose as well. Humans are
exploiting
with everything they can find for themselves. Wheat(fill in current
crop/animal) is no longer produced since celiac disease for
everyone.
life expectancy has
fallen by an average of 10 years compared to 60
years ago

Population will be limited to way less people > radical birth control and life expectancy
measures
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WITHOUT deployment of regenerative technologies BUT ONLY a 1,5℃
temperature rise, what will the world look like in 2100?
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WITHOUT deployment of regenerative technologies BUT ONLY a 1,5℃
temperature rise, what will the world look like in 2100?
Humanity is highly dependant on market-based systems.
We managed to somehow make a
can’touttell
if it’sandcapitalism
or anything else… We have probably colonized other
business
of carbon
clean air.
Air.inc + carbon credits traded
planets as
well.
Probably some dictatorship. People have to follow
strict
globally on some platform
Naturally, this mean inequality
rules defined by huge corporations.
Liberty is for the few and very
… of course that probably means
billions of people were exploited
after
civil wars,
tsunamis etc. and
huge
inequalities
in well-being.
their carbon, water, and air credits
bought for almost nothing

wealthy. Like air.

We changed to an economy of common
We only renewable
good, we are using
energy
More power more money more and
more inequalities
Founding of privately owned CO2 trading
companies

Jeff Bezos, Xi and Elon have conquered each their
own continent like a game of risk and NBS is an
unsung hero that never came to be

Energy will be the new currency, states will
dissolve, enterprises like Google will have the
monopoly on everything and rule the world.
Technical innovations will be on the daily menu.

climbed to new extremes as
extreme weather events in poor
countries would force the
poorest people to sell their
credits at a huge discount.

free living animal population getting
down 99% from 2020 on

There is a significant tech push
furthering segregation
Huge differences of economic
wellbeing in the world
Large landmasses will be
designated as carbon fills

Great restrictions for buying products, traveling,
living.

Wars about technologies will
emerge between USA, Russia
and China. Europe will be left
out.

Capitalism managed to start
drawdown once everybody had
a certain amount of carbon
credits, water credits, etc. - and
they could be traded on a
market platform. The number
was finite for each country.

The companies that own the
carbon-sucking technologies
global citizens pay to breathe the air. Commoditization
will dominate the world
of the most basic human rights of all
Taxes are paid to major corporates who own
theThe
means
of Carbon
human
right Capture

Carbon can cheaply be extracted from the
air, GHG levels are low, but particle polution
Rather than relying on technologies
is reaching new deadly levels, unless you’re
totosolve
able
pay toour
filterproblems we have

changed the whole economic system
and our own ways of living, acting
with collective
responsibility
Transport
is no longer allowed
outside of corporately
owned and ruled enclaves, ultra rich directors still fly
around for fun and leisure. The divide between rich
and poor is ever growing

SNP500 rules the world,
megacorporations are offering
citizenships and the Matrix is fast
approaching

Why would someone try to make their
AI helped
us to better
get ourto
head
out of
the sling It
wrongs
create
a loophole.

makes the world unstable by force.
100
years Aquaworld all over again.

then
the
there are co2 When
certificatesityou
need collapses
to buy in orderin
to be
ablenext
to further buy products
Earth resources are still being depleted, but “CO2-neutrally” now
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WITH deployment of regenerative technologies AND ONLY a 1,5℃
temperature rise, what will the world look like in 2100?

WITH deployment of regenerative technologies AND ONLY a 1,5℃
temperature rise, what will the world look like in 2100?
Doughnut
economics,
Somewhere between
2025 andtriple
2030, bottom
we started
changingall
ourthe
economic
line,
etc. were
standard by
models to be based on finite
year
2030.Crazy concept.
resources…
Most cities had been doing it for
longer.
As part of that process, we reform

We live within both, a changed economic and
societal system as well as a fully healthy
environment where nothing is considered a
Planetary change of diet to be 100 plantbased reduced
negative “externality”
but
in our
globalanymore
CO2 emissions by
15%included
in 2030
decision-making

agricultural policies, biomass policies,
and maybe even give rights to forests
and animals

People will hardly eat meat anymore
Kollective Intelligence has found a way. People are
because
they
realize
it’s
not
working together not only with people, but also with
Extra-terrestrials make contact when they
We cut out fossil fuel
see
that
we
stop
being
lunatics.
sustainable
technology
that is able to suggest & calculate
subsidies.
“smart” sharing economy:
solutions. No Terminator.
autonomous electric driving
Politics & Economics have foundeconomy
a wayofofthings (IOT)
Food is almost free
energy becomes (practically) free
sharing of knowledge
communication not only based on
lobbyism.
sharing system of regenerative energies

A few
bunch
of people
in Earth
2030
we learn
to terraform
first to save
then to expand to other planets
realised,
that the world couldn’t
continue like that and brought the
world leaders to change the system.
Bees and other animals are coming
back, the ocean recovered and
people are eating just plant based.

Marx was right and everybody wins. Means of
production are communally owned and controlled by
Energy storage technologies / worldwide Hydrogen
an altruistically minded
AI
network for energy producement

Everyone’s a vegetarian by default,
animal husbandry as we know it is
banned
Growing houses out of GMO engineered to
grow after human design, made building a
source of carbon capture rather than
emission
houses are grown, not built, via GMO

Our success at saving our own planet has
enabled space colonization as we can
transfer terraforming tech to other planets.
democratising ownership of listed companies
made it mandatory to manage companies with
Drawdown in mind

hyper plants that take shape after
human programming
deployment and development of NBS
has led to a truly sustainable economy

A miracle happened, and we
started actually cooperating. I
know… Fairy tale scenario.
Food is grown in cities, planes are and have

almost No “real” meat “anywhere on the
planet -> artificial meat same taste/lessbeen
price electric for a long while. We live almost

Countries finally share(d) their
technologies without exploiting their
power
Banning ownership of transportation vehicles for
mobility puporses led to no congestion and air
chances
as as increased individual
pollution infor
citiesall
as well
wealth and mobility

Networks connecting local communities around the
More equal
world in order to foster information exchange will
ressource scarcity is reduced
dominate, networks like the UN or EU will have more
power than singular states → many conventions and
governments highly incentivized investments in CO2 friendly initiatives
Economic, ecologic and social
international agreements. And a shift to a plant
organizations are punished heavily for exceeding co2 limits
There will be a lot of renewable
values dominate jointly the
based diet
energy generated all over the world
development of mankind
CO2-negativity
is a prerequisite
for consumers
and in all ecosystems,
but they
will
in order(sheep
to buy running
a product
be well integrated
World leaders managed to make the right decisions in
to teach children about how we got into
around below solar panels etc. etc.)
time, pushed by climate activism and changing education starts early onNew
bio-tech
have
this disavdantaged position and
how toareas
get out
of there
attitudes in society. A lot of solutions became open
emerged as integrated solutions
source and the main goal became to meet the Paris
goals not make profit. NBS have been largely upscaled.

indefinitely

Reward systems for private CO2 credits

So it works? but every scientific eureka is
obsolete after 100y or so. New
technologies still needed. we try/have to
evolve faster than generally like doing so.
Are we building our own ‘World’ in 2100
already? or living on Mars.

Standards for all construction,
investment, etc. became the lifetime value and environmental
imprint.
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We’re considering 4 different radical futures for the cities on Planet Earth:

1.5 degree
global
temperature

4 degree global
temperature

Regenerative Solutions
widely deployed

Business as usual
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